Evolution of the primate beta-globin gene region. High rate of variation in CpG dinucleotides and in short repeated sequences between man and chimpanzee.
A 5500 base-pair fragment including the beta-globin gene downstream from codon 122 and about 4000 base-pairs of its 5' flanking sequence was cloned from chimpanzee DNA and thoroughly sequenced before being compared with the corresponding human sequence: 88 point differences (83 substitutions and 5 deletions or insertions of 1 base-pair) were detected as well as seven more important deletion/insertion events. These changes occur preferentially in two kinds of structure. First, 40% of the CpG dinucleotides present in either human or chimpanzee sequences are affected by nucleotide variations. This corresponds to a divergence level considerably higher than that expected. Second, most short repeated sequences found in the 5' extragenic sequence are involved in mutational events (amplification or contraction of the number of basic motifs as well as point substitutions or deletions/insertions of 1 base-pair). Considering the very low level of nucleotide sequence divergence between these two closely related species, our data provide direct evidence for CpG and tandem array instability.